
Learning to Spell 
You get out what you put in! 

 

Welcome to Year 4 Spelling Scheme. Every week your child 
will be given a set of sentences which include words which 
are related to each other by spelling topic. Please ensure 
your child practises each whole sentence at home. The 

children will be assessed each week on a Friday. 

 

Spellings are due for Friday 23/11/18 

This week the spelling topic are the the ‘A’, ‘U’ and ‘Sh’ 
sounds. 

1.  An octagon has eight sides. 

2. Santa delivers his presents in a sleigh pulled by eight reindeer. 

3. The boy was in trouble for breaking an expensive vase. 

4. Some people live in cities and some live in the country.   

5. Sam, who was a chef, went parachute jumping. 

 



 

Here are some different ways to practise your spellings. 

	
	
	
	
	
	
	

Pyramid words 

	
This method of learning words forces you to think of each letter separately. 

	
	

 
	

You can then reverse the process so that you end up with a diamond. 

 

	
	
	
	
	
	

Trace, copy and 
replicate 

(and then check) 

	
This is a similar learning process to ‘look, say, cover, write, check’ but is about 
developing automaticity and muscle memory. 
Write the word out on a sheet of paper ensuring that it is spelt correctly and it 
is large enough to trace over. Trace over the word and say it at the same time. 
Move next to the word you have just written and write it out as you say it. Turn 
the page over and write the word as you say it, and then check that you have 
spelt it correctly. 
If this is easy, do the same process for two different words at the same time. 
Once you have written all your words this way and feel confident, miss out the 
tracing and copying or the tracing alone and just write the words. 
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